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Assembly Instructions

Terminology 

These instructions will refer to the right side, left side, 

assembly and its components.  Before you begin 

familiarize yourself with these locations.

Figure 1:  The right side, left side, an

 

  

 

 

 

Assembly Instructions

These instructions will refer to the right side, left side, inside and outside of the Ready

assembly and its components.  Before you begin assembling the ReadyRamp®, examine figure 1 to 

familiarize yourself with these locations. 

:  The right side, left side, and inside of the completed ReadyRamp Assembly.
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Assembly Instructions 

 

inside and outside of the ReadyRamp® 

, examine figure 1 to 

 

Ramp Assembly. 
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Components 

Your ReadyRamp® assembly has the 

The Pre-assembled Right-Side 

Rungs 

17 Rungs included. 

 

ShortSelf-Tapping 

Cap Screws 

Twenty Four (24) 

short Self-Tapping 

Cap Screws 

included. These 

fasten rungs to the 

rail assemblies in a 

majority of 

locations. 

 

 

Tools 

You’ll need a clean, flat working surface

your ReadyRamp®: 

• A 4mmhex head/allen key.  Anelectric d

assembly. 

• A 10mm combination wrench or 10mm socket

  

 

 

has the following components: 

Side and Left-Side Rail Assembly.The Left-side has rubber 

bumpers attached. 

 

 
 

LongSelf-Tapping 

Cap Screws 

Ten (10) long Self-

Tapping Cap Screws 

included. These 

fasten rungs to the 

rail assemblies 

where hinges and 

bed rests require 

additional thread.  

 

 

a clean, flat working surface (preferably non-scratch) and the following tools to 

nelectric drill with a 4mm allen key attachment makes this a 

or 10mm socket. 
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side has rubber 

 
 

the following tools to assemble 

attachment makes this a quicker 
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Assembly Procedure 
 

Each rung is held in place to the side rails

as per pictures below.In locations where the rung sits behind the hinge or bed rest, use the 

self tapping screws, as per Figure 2. For the rest of the locations, use the 

screws, as per Figure 3. 
 

Figure 2: Locations where Long Self Tapping screws are required

Figure 3:  The remaining 

 

 

 

to the side rails by two Self-Tapping Cap Screws, noting their orientation 

In locations where the rung sits behind the hinge or bed rest, use the 

self tapping screws, as per Figure 2. For the rest of the locations, use the Short 

 

Locations where Long Self Tapping screws are required 
 

he remaining locations use the Short Self Tapping screws
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, noting their orientation 

In locations where the rung sits behind the hinge or bed rest, use the Long 

 self tapping 

 
 

 
screws 
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1. Loosely attach the Rungs to the Right

Tapping Cap Screws.

process, but ensure the screws stay loose. 

2. Turn the assembly over 

Rungs to the Left-Side Rail Assembly

3. Tighten all Self-Tapping Cap Screws

4. Ensure all other factory assembled screws and lock nuts are tightened to 

than 10Nm torque, to complete the assembly.

See www.ReadyRamp.com.au for additional pictures, product and 

ReadyRamp® is designed for safely loading street bikes, sport cr

the ramp.  The ReadyRamp® user assumes all responsibility for safe and proper use.

 

  

 

 

Loosely attach the Rungs to the Right-Side Rail Assembly using the Long and Short 

Tapping Cap Screws. Use anelectric drill with Allen key attachment to speed up this 

process, but ensure the screws stay loose.  

Turn the assembly over and gently lower the left hand rail onto it. L

Side Rail Assembly.  

Tapping Cap Screwsby handto no greater than 10Nm torque 

Ensure all other factory assembled screws and lock nuts are tightened to 

than 10Nm torque, to complete the assembly. 

for additional pictures, product and installation information.  The 

ReadyRamp® is designed for safely loading street bikes, sport cruisers and dirt bikes.  Never ride on 

assumes all responsibility for safe and proper use.
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Long and Short Self-

key attachment to speed up this 

and gently lower the left hand rail onto it. Loosely attach the 

to no greater than 10Nm torque  

Ensure all other factory assembled screws and lock nuts are tightened to no greater 

 

information.  The 

uisers and dirt bikes.  Never ride on 

assumes all responsibility for safe and proper use. 
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Appendix 

Should you need them, below is a reference of base components 

Side Rails 

These components 

are the Side Rails.  

The longer of the 

two is called the 

“Middle” Side Rail 

and the shorter of 

the two is called the 

“End” Side Rail.  Two 

(2) Middle and Four 

(4) End Side Rails 

included. 

Bed Rests 

There are both left 

and right-handed 

Bed Rests.   One (1) 

Left-Hand and one 

(1) Right-Hand Bed 

Rest included.  

End Caps 

There are both left 

and right-handed 

End Caps.  One (1) 

Left-Hand and one 

(1) Right-Hand End 

Cap included.    

Hinge 

Four (4) Hinges 

included. 

Rungs 

17 Rungs included 

for ‘standard’ size 

19 included for 

‘large’ size 

 

 

 

Should you need them, below is a reference of base components and hardware. 

Left Hand Right Hand

Left Hand Right Hand
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Right Hand 

 

Right Hand 
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Hardware List 

Short Self-Tapping 

Cap Screws 

Twenty Four (24) 

short Self-Tapping 

Cap Screws 

included. These 

fasten rungs to the 

rail assemblies in a 

majority of 

locations. 

Cap Screws 

These screws are 

used with Lock Nuts 

(shown below).  

Twenty-two (22) 

Cap Screws 

included.   

 

Bumpers 

Six (6) Bumpers 

included. 

 

 

 

 

 

Long Self-Tapping 

Cap Screws 

Ten (10) long Self-

Tapping Cap Screws 

included. These 

fasten rungs to the 

rail assemblies 

where hinges and 

bed rests require 

additional thread.  

 

 

Lock Nuts 

Twenty-two (22) 

Lock Nuts included. 
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